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Means to an End

I
Yes, software
and hardware
are essential to
our jobs — but
success depends
on putting
people and
processes first.
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s your company one that blocks
employee access to YouTube and
social media sites in an effort to keep
workers productive? Does the practice help time-wasters see the light and
become more responsible — or do they
just find other ways to shirk work?
Micromanaging staff by updating a
few server settings is much easier than
establishing ground rules and clearly
communicating expectations, but it
won’t solve the slacking problem. Plus,
it cuts off access to valuable professional
resources and makes responsible workers
feel resentful. Just as in parenting,
punitive management actions don’t
necessarily yield long-term benefits —
and can often backfire, spurring increasingly worse behavior.
Policing blindly, rather than establishing effective, nuanced procedures, is a
common response when a company concentrates on tools instead of people and
processes. In his latest “CAD Manager”
column (“CAD: Just a Tool in Your Toolbox,” page 38), Robert Green tackles this
CAD management misstep, advising that
a focus on good design will ultimately
lead to payoffs that aren’t possible if
you’re focusing too narrowly on technology deployments.
“Which technology do we need, and
when?” should never be the first questions you ask. To find success where technology is involved, you must first know
your goals as an organization or department (or as an individual, if you work
independently). Ask instead, “What is
our mission?” Do you aim to develop the
highest-quality products, create energyefficient buildings, make roads safer?
Once you’ve clearly defined your
mission, the next question should be,
“What are the processes we need to
improve and the problems we need
to overcome to reach our goal?” This
approach will naturally lead to smarter
software and hardware purchasing deci-

sions and easier implementation, because
it puts the focus on the benefits of
change rather than the challenges.
Let me clarify that this does not mean
you should ignore the issue of technology upgrades! We couldn’t be successful
today without the software and hardware that support our workflows, and
those tools are constantly evolving. But
an organization should implement new
technology only if and when it supports
business goals, not “because it’s time”
or in response to the latest marketing or
media buzz.
I hope my words will reach the managers and business owners responsible
for adopting CAD tools, but they apply
equally to the users in the trenches, for a
different reason: Considering yourself to
be, first and foremost, a CAD user — a
tool wielder — could cause you to lose
sight of a more meaningful purpose.
As a prime example, take Uriel
Castillo, the subject of our “User Profile”
on page 42. Employed in the utilities
engineering department of the City of
Fort Wayne, Indiana, Castillo is a CADD
technician by title. But he believes his real
purpose is making his city a better place
for its residents — and CAD technology is
a means to that end.
Keeping your eye on the big picture,
instead of just the tools you use, can lead
to increased job performance, as Green
asserts, as well as increased job satisfaction; your contributions will become more
personal, more meaningful, more satisfying. It’s all about perspective!
Nancy Spurling Johnson
Editor-in-Chief, Cadalyst
nancy.johnson@cadalyst.com
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By Cyrena Respini-Irwin

3D Systems: Full Steam Ahead
It’s been a busy year for 3D Systems —
and it’s not even half over yet. The 3D
content-to-print company kicked off
2012 with the acquisition of 3D printer
developer Z Corporation. Days later,
3D Systems unveiled the wi-fi–enabled
Cube (available for preorder; $1,299), its
first 3D printer for the home, and the
Cubify.com web portal for artists, app
developers, and consumers.
In February, the company released
Print3D, a free plug-in that provides
real-time design feedback and price
quotes for printing 3D models. Print3D
integrates with 3D CAD programs such
as Alibre Design, Autodesk Inventor,
and SolidWorks; a stand-alone option is
also available. Print3D is not the company’s first venture into app territory; last
year, it acquired India-based SYCODE,
which develops standalone apps and
CAD software plug-ins.
Undaunted by April showers, 3D
Systems launched several more 3D
printer models: the full-color, largeformat ZPrinter 850 and the ProJet 3500
professional series, which supports nine
new VisiJet print materials, including
high-impact, durable plastic for functional testing. The company also continued its string of acquisitions with My
Robot Nation, a consumer technology
platform that enables game-like content
creation for 3D printing, and Paramount
Industries, which provides direct manufacturing and product development
solutions for aerospace and medical
device applications.
In May, 3D Systems introduced the
ProJet 7000, a large-scale 3D printer
that comes in three models for part
production, precision part manufacturing, and medical and dental applications. May also brought the acquisition
of FreshFiber, a design company that
creates 3D-printed electronics accessories, and Bespoke Innovations, which
develops custom prosthetics and other
medical devices.
3D Systems plans to integrate FreshFiber into its consumer business and
leverage the brand to expand its reach
into individualized and personalized
electronics accessories. Bespoke, in
turn, will be integrated into 3D Systems’
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

healthcare solutions services, and
its integrated scan, design, and
print technology used to develop
a range of custom-fit prosthetics,
orthotics, and orthopedics.

Master Plan

What is the vision driving this
aggressive strategy; is 3D Systems
pursuing the professional market
Cubify.com: One of 3D Systems’ consumer efforts.
or moving into the consumer space?
• On-demand parts. “We are comAccording to Cathy Lewis, 3D Systems
mitted to providing full designvice-president of global marketing, the
to-manufacturing services ... on a
answer is both:
global basis.”
“The consumer market provides a
• 3D printers and the channel
much larger canvas upon which to paint
through which they are delivered
with our exciting choice of technologies
“is a second major growth initiaand commitment to compelling content
tive for 3D Systems.”
— all designed for the nonexpert user.
• Healthcare. “Our technology is
The potential is significant. That said,
directly tuned for these applithe commercial market, which [ranges
cations that require ultrahigh
from] our production, professional, and
definiton, smooth surface finish,
personal 3D printers to our on-demand
and extremely small, functional
parts services, represents the core of
internal channels.”
the company 3D Systems is today. We
• Consumer “is an essential new
see the complementary nature of these
area of focus for 3D Systems.”
markets, but we also acknowledge a
Cubify and the Cube printer
distinct divide between them, at least in
empower everyone to create
the foreseeable future.”
everyday items at home with zero
Lewis identified four areas of focus
waste, Lewis said.
for the company:

cadcartoon

By Roger Penwill • www.penwill.com
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Open BIM Aims to Overcome
Collaboration Challenges
of Modern AEC Workflows
Open BIM: A universal approach to the
collaborative design, realization, and
operation of buildings based on open
standards and workflows.
Announced in March, Open BIM is
an initiative of the neutral, not-for-profit
buildingSMART alliance and several
developers of BIM (building information
modeling) software. The new program
aims to accelerate the adoption of
BIM in the AEC industry by providing
common definitions, requirements,
and branding for building projects,
helping to overcome challenges that
can impede collaboration among
architects, engineers, contractors, and
project owners.
Open BIM specifies that users adopt
open standards such as the Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) data model
standard, which was developed by
buildingSMART and has been accepted
by ISO. But Open BIM is more than
just IFC, said Akos Pfemeter, director
of global marketing at Graphisoft, one
of the founding members of the Open
BIM program. “Open BIM is a process

— and open workflow — on top of IFC
common data,” he explained.
Any AEC project participant or
BIM software developer can join the
program, regardless of competitive
standing.

CAD-Man-Do Launches Online
Library of Free CAD Blocks
CAD outsourcing company CAD-mando Design & Drafting Solutions has
launched CADBlocksFree.com, a web
site providing a variety of free, downloadable CAD blocks. Content is organized into a dozen categories, including
People, Windows, Symbols, Furniture,
and Architectural. The searchable library
of content is expanded and updated on
an ongoing basis. The site also sells collections of CAD blocks.

Autodesk Labs Extends
Inventor Fusion to Mac OS
Like its Windows-compatible counterpart, the newly released Inventor Fusion
for Mac is a free technology preview
from Autodesk Labs that enables a
bidirectional parametric and directmodeling workflow. That is, users can

Cadalyst Poll
OF THE TIME YOU SPEND WORKING WITH
CAD SOFTWARE, APPROXIMATELY HOW
MUCH IS SPENT WORKING IN 3D?
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Source: Survey of 471 visitors to Cadalyst.com in early 2012.
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SolidWorks Product
Development Collaboration
App Now Available for iPad
3DS SolidWorks has released an iPadspecific version of its eDrawings CAD
viewer ($1.99). The e-mail–enabled
communication tool lets users view
native eDrawings files and native SolidWorks parts, assemblies, and drawings
files, as well as DWG and DXF files.
The app also supports configurations,
drawing sheets, and exploded views for
eDrawings files published from SolidWorks and all other supported CAD
software. Users can animate 3D
standard views and 2D drawing views;
and browse assembly components
trees, configurations, and drawing
sheets.

New Objet Desktop 3D Printer
Offers Seven Material Options

15

10

bring an Autodesk Inventor or AutoCAD 3D model into Inventor Fusion,
make changes via direct manipulation,
then return the updated model to the
history-based (parametric) modeling
environment of Inventor or AutoCAD,
where the changes made in Inventor
Fusion can be accepted or rejected.
In the “It’s Alive in the Lab” blog,
Autodesk Labs Program Manager Scott
Sheppard explained, “Our aim [with
Inventor Fusion] is to set a new standard for Assembly design, giving users
greater control over designs without
sacrificing productivity. Hopefully this
technology preview will make it easier
to open and edit 3D models from virtually any source and incorporate them
into new or existing designs (such as in
Autodesk Inventor).”

Objet, which develops 3D printers for
rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing, has launched a new desktop
model. The Objet30 Pro ($45,000) supports seven different printing materials,
including clear transparent material
and high temperature–resistant material — a first for a desktop model, the
company reports. Intended as a rapid
prototyping solution for designers and
engineers, the printer has applications in
industries ranging from consumer goods
and electronics to medical devices and
design consultancies.
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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New Products

Cadalyst offers a sampling of the
latest new products for CAD users.
(New versions of existing products
are not included.)

Mobile and Cloud Applications
123D Catch for iPad. Upload iPad camera images to the Autodesk cloud,
then transform them into a 3D model;
Autodesk. Free.
EPrint & Share for Android smartphones
and tablets. Mobile app for remotely
printing large-format documents to
web-connected Designjet printers; HP.
Free.
ForceEffect Motion for iPad/iPhone.
Mobile simulation app for developing and testing conceptual designs of
mechanical systems with moving parts;
Autodesk. Free.
On-Line ViewVidia Viewer. Access 3D
data in multiple formats without installing any software; Capvidia. Free.
TeamPlatform cloud-based 3D CAD
project collaboration portal; VisPower
Technologies.

by R.K. McSwain
Cadalyst’s code detective has added a half-dozen new tips to his collection. To download
Harry’s latest batch of AutoCAD customization tips sent in by readers, visit cadtips.cadalyst.
com/0512hth.
• Create Dimensions Quickly with Osnaps by Dave Couch
This LISP file contains three separate functions for dimensioning residential and
commercial site plans in AutoCAD — although the uses do not end there.
• Remove Background Masking from Mtext by Leland Leahy
This simple but powerful routine removes the background mask from all mtext in an
AutoCAD drawing.
• Generate a Layer List by Selection by Matt Sibum
Generate a list of layers on which a selection set of AutoCAD entities resides, so you can
check a certain area of a drawing for layer compliance.
• Align MText Vertically or Horizontally by Matt Sibum
Align multiple blocks of mtext in AutoCAD — horizontally
or vertically — all in one step.
• Find the Centers of Triangles by Kent Cooper
This tip allows you to select a triangular closed polyline
in AutoCAD and find any of the various “centers” of a
triangular object.
• Offset Command with Running Options by Kent Cooper
In his second tip this month, Kent adds to a classic tip
that improves the AutoCAD Offset command. This version
lets you change the offset distance without leaving the
command, plus it restores changed system variables and
includes an error handler.

Graphtec CSX510-09 large-format
scanner with 36” scanning width;
Paradigm Imaging Group.
MetraSCAN 70 and 210 3D optical CMM
(coordinate measuring machine) scanners for reverse engineering and quality
control; Creaform.

information modeling) 3D models;
UR-AR. Free trial available.
Descartes V8i (SELECTseries 3) 3D infrastructure modeling software extends
MicroStation functionality; Bentley
Systems.
Detail Finder finds details, cells, blocks,
etc., that contain a searched text string;
works with MicroStation and AutoCAD
files; Axiom. Free trial.
KeyCreator Analysis multiphysics simulation software based on Sefea technology; Kubotek.
Laser Modeller laser scanning software
for 3D modeling of brownfield facilities;
AVEVA.
Revit[]Connect enhances multiteam
collaboration for BIM (building information modeling) projects developed
with Autodesk Revit Server 13; Applied
Software.
SolidWorks Plastics early-stage plastics
part and injection-mold design software
that runs fully embedded inside SolidWorks; 3DS SolidWorks.

Software

Workstations

Peripherals

DualHead2Go Digital external multidisplay adapter available in SE and Mac
Edition versions drives two external DVI
displays at a maximum resolution of
1,920 x 1,200 each; Matrox.

AR-works plug-in creates interactive
augmented-reality presentations from
Vectorworks Architect BIM (building
10

Hot Tip Harry Scouts Six Tips for Summer

3DBOXX 4925 workstation with single
Intel Xeon processor and support for up
to four GPUs; BOXX Technologies.

3DBOXX 8920 workstation with dual,
eight-core Intel Xeon E5-2600 series
processors; BOXX Technologies.
CELSIUS R920, M720, W520, and J520
high-performance, mid-range, generalpurpose, and space-saving desktop
workstations; Fujitsu.

Panther 5.0 mobile workstation supports quad-CrossFire and quad-SLI
graphics; Eurocom.
Precision T7600, T5600, T3600, and
T1650 tower workstations with externally removable power supplies and
front-accessible hard drives; Dell.
ThinkStation S30, C30, and D30 Intel
Xeon E5 processor-based desktop CAD
workstations; Lenovo.
ThinkStation E31 entry-level desktop
workstation, available in mini-tower or
small–form factor versions; Lenovo.
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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Systems Built to Perform Like No Other
Looking to gain a competitive edge? The next generation of
HP Z Workstations is designed to help you work faster, work
smarter, and unleash your creativity.
With tool-less designs, dual-socket performance, and professional
graphics, HP Workstations take innovation, performance, and reliability to a whole
new level. Built on the latest Intel® Xeon® processors, the new HP Z420, Z620, and
Z820 Workstations deliver the power you need to tackle the most demanding design
and engineering challenges.

Innovate on HP Z Workstations
www.hp.com/zworkstations
800-888-0261
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By Heather Livingston

CAD Around the World
Software developers set their sights on China, Brazil,
Turkey, and beyond as infrastructure investments spur
an increasingly global market.

© iStockphoto.com/mikosca
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t the end of 2011, Jon Peddie Research (JPR)
released its “2012 CAD Report,” which estimated
the number of active CAD users worldwide to be
19.3 million. Even more remarkable, two-thirds
of those users are said to be outside North America. As the
United States continues to grapple with the effects of its
recession and Europe struggles with its growth-dampening
austerity measures, major CAD software developers including
Autodesk, Dassault Systèmes, and Bentley Systems are reporting that business is taking off in other regions around the
globe. In fact, Bentley reported in March that China is delivering revenue that is tripling every two years (as of 2011), and is
poised to become the company’s largest market.
In a worldwide market that JPR estimated at $7 billion
for 2011, where exactly is the growth occurring, and what
work is being undertaken by the occupants of all these new
CAD seats?

China and Beyond

Of those 19.3 million global CAD seats, according to JPR, 27%
are based in Asia; 34% in North America; and 37% in Europe,
12

the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA). The BRIC countries (Brazil,
Russia, India, and China) are growing most quickly.
Indeed, China seems to lead the pack for Bentley as well
as Siemens PLM Software and PTC — and as is true for many
other emerging markets, it’s an investment in infrastructure
that is spurring growth. Kathleen Maher, vice-president of JPR
and author of the “2012 CAD Report,” said, “China is so huge
it dwarfs everything. ... For all the growth that they’re having,
there’s a ton of regions and people who are catching up, so
there’s still a lot of potential in China, and that will probably
paint the picture for a while to come.”
What’s on the horizon aside from China?
One country that’s had a surprisingly robust increase in the
number of CAD licenses is Turkey. As reported by the Jamestown Foundation in its Eurasia Daily Monitor, China and Turkey
now are the world’s fastest-growing economies, following the
global financial crisis.
The primary reason for Turkey’s thriving economy may be its
close economic ties to China. “Chinese companies have been
increasingly undertaking contracting services in Turkey, including plans for the construction of major railway networks,” said
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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Saban Kardas in the article. “As Turkey plans to initiate other
multibillion-dollar infrastructure projects, China is increasingly
interested in getting a larger share of this pie.” Turkey also is
contracting with China, Russia, and possibly Japan and South
Korea to build three nuclear power plants in Turkey.
In the established U.K. market, Bentley has been the key
CAD provider for Crossrail — currently the largest civil engineering project in Europe. Comprising 21 kilometers of twinbore tunnels under central London, it will link 37 commuter
rail stations.

Russia, too, is getting in on the infrastructure action. In
early March, Siemens delivered the Petersburg, the first of
Russia’s 38 scheduled Desiro RUS regional multiple-unit trains.
Hans-Jörg Grundmann, CEO of the Siemens Rail Systems
Division, explained, “With the embarkation of the first Desiro
RUS, we have passed another major milestone for this contract.
By 2013 we will deliver another 37 complete trains of this type.
From 2013, we will manufacture another 16 vehicles on the basis
of increasing localization, for example in Yekaterinburg, where
we are currently investing around €200 million in the construction of a factory. This will strengthen our position in this country
as the most successful non-Russian railway technology provider.”

Piracy and Data Security in Emerging Markets
When discussing technology in emerging markets, the issue of piracy must be considered.
“There’s obviously a lot more piracy in emerging countries, and it drives the software vendors
insane, as well it should,” said Kathleen Maher, vice-president of Jon Peddie Research.
Alexandra Constantine, a public relations specialist at Autodesk, concurs. “In terms of piracy,
like all software companies, our intellectual property is the foundation of our business,” she
said. “When companies use illegal copies of our software, we lose revenue. Therefore, we work
actively to educate customers, students, and the general public about the importance of license
compliance.”
However, Maher said, piracy is becoming less of an issue — thanks in part to the efforts of
higher education. “The people who pirate software tend to be pretty low on the scale in terms
of the work that they’re doing,” she explained. “But the people coming out of school and newly
educated tend to go into more complex use of CAD for design and for analysis, and so they
have reason to value the software, to pay for it to meet needs, and they want [software] support
and education.”
Data security continues to be an issue in emerging markets as well. Firms working with contractors in these emerging markets can find it very difficult to maintain IT and data security.
“You see more companies having much tighter control and so, if you have better PLM practices, better [building information modeling] practices, you can have better control of your IT
as well,” said Maher. Cloud-based computing is gaining attention in this arena because it can
allow firms to turn software access on and off, Maher said, improving their abilities to manage
not only their software licenses but also their intellectual property.
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In addition to its presence in Russia, Siemens also was recently named
the top product lifecycle management
(PLM) provider in India. According to
Dataquest magazine’s Top 20 report
released last year, the PLM market in
India registered a robust growth of
22% during 2010–2011, with an overall
market of $140 million. According to
Siemens, Indian enterprises are going
global and embracing the concept of
“design anywhere–build anywhere.”
The result is an increase in collaboration among design and manufacturing
departments, which leads to increased
adoption of PLM solutions across
diverse industry segments.

Hiring Trends

Outsourcing engineering and drafting
work to foreign countries has been
commonplace in recent years. Howwww.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012

techtrends

ever, the explosion of production and construction in the BRIC
countries — plus the eventuality of similarly massive growth in
Latin America and even Africa — is beginning to spawn what
could prove to be a more intelligent method of expansion:
hiring in place.
Maher explained that in the past decade or two, foreignborn young adults might have obtained a university education
at home but left to pursue job opportunities in richer markets.
Or they might have pursued an education in the United States
or Europe, then stayed there to work.
Today, that’s happening less frequently, Maher said.
Because of the recession, many foreigners trained by U.S.

The Brazilian government has announced that all 12 stadiums under renovation for the pending competitions will
qualify for LEED green building certification, with its crowning
project, the Mane Garrincha, aiming for LEED Platinum status.
The government also has dedicated itself to improving the
favelas-barrios, or slums. For example, as reported in the
Rio Times, the newly opened Teleférico tramway line at the
Complexo do Alemão in Rio de Janeiro has added vibrancy to
the city by simultaneously connecting underserved neighborhoods and reducing single-rider transportation.
Maher believes that, in addition to the many developments
in Europe and Asia, much of Latin America is poised to enter a

universities and companies are returning home, where there is
more potential for growth than in Europe and North America
— including more job opportunities.
The trend pays off in many ways, Maher concluded. “If
you’ve got huge construction projects, you would much rather
work with somebody that’s on the ground with you than
somebody [in] another country. … It’s almost like the reverse
of outsourcing. Jobs are going home.”

boom cycle, with Brazil already leading the charge and countries such as Argentina, Peru, and Chile following on its heels.
Colombia, she believes, will offer tremendous growth potential
for the CAD market as that country rebounds from its decades
of destructive drug wars, and Mexico is primed for a strong —
and long-overdue — growth period once it manages to quell
its drug and gang influences. Africa will follow this growth,
although not immediately, but it is clear that CAD use will continue to trend upwardly for some time to come.

New Generation of Design

Another noticeable trend in emerging markets is that students
are leap-frogging generations of CAD technology. When new
design professionals exit universities and begin their careers,
they bring the most current computing skills into the workplace, which leads to a demand that their employers acquire
the latest software.
This young workforce also is looking at ways to use technology to effect change on a scale greater than a single building. For example, in preparing to host the 2014 FIFA World
Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics, Brazil is exploring ways
to improve its sustainability — as well as its standard of living
— through design.
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

Cadalyst contributing editor Heather Livingston is a
Wichita, Kansas–based freelance writer specializing in
design, sustainability, and architectural technology. She also
works with the American Society for Healthcare Engineering
of the American Hospital Association.
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By Robert Green and Nancy Spurling Johnson

Low-Cost CAD

Can a $500 Product Go the Distance?
We put five budget-friendly tools through their paces to
see which could be winning options for professional use.

T

he end of the ’80s brought an end to big hair, shoulder pads — and $20,000 mainframe CAD software.
Fortunately for all of us, today’s hairstyles and CAD
prices are more down to earth. Whether your CAD
budget is $7,500, zero, or anywhere in between, you won’t
pull your hair out finding viable professional options.
CAD options in the lower end of the price range are particularly interesting. Many, in fact, offer features and functionality
that seem to rival that of Autodesk’s AutoCAD for thousands
of dollars less. The question is, Can these products go the distance in a professional environment? Can they support workflows that involve clients and partners that use AutoCAD? Are
they sophisticated enough to be easy to learn and use productively? We at Cadalyst Labs decided to find out by evaluating
five options in the $500 price range.

Who Uses Low-Cost CAD?

“We think that [users of CAD in the $500 range] fall into two
groups: hobbyists and ‘prosumers,’” said Bob Mayer, COO
at IMSI/Design, developer of the TurboCAD software line.
“By prosumers, we mean professional users of CAD who are
looking for real value in the product. TurboCAD LTE Pro is a
perfect example of this. The prosumer buyer of this product
is someone who is familiar with the AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT
product and wants to stick with that familiar [user interface]
and functionality, but get it (and more) for a real value price.
The majority are not first-time CAD users. Hobbyists, however,
will tend to be first-timers in the world of CAD.”
For GstarCAD, said Long Nguyen, U.S. distributor, “Most
of our users have had experience with CAD, and more specifically AutoCAD. Our most advanced CAD users are independent consultants who require the best software. Other
customers include small manufacturing shops and independent designers with limited budgets. We also have users in
the architectural and tool-and-die industries. Outside of the
U.S.A., large corporations have adopted GstarCAD as the
standard CAD software.”
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

At Novedge, an online reseller of more than 6,000 CAD,
3D, and graphics software products, the reality differs. President and cofounder Franco Folini said, “Entry-level software
tends to be adopted by professionals and companies new
to CAD.” Because of that inexperience, he explained, those
customers tend to request more technical support than
do Novedge customers who purchase more complex and
expensive products. “What we notice is that people buying
entry-level products have big expectations for tech support
and having a relationship with the vendor. They need more
hand-holding in terms of installation and use. … Higher-level
customers are in a more structured working environment.
They have CAD experience, in-house resources, and training.”
Folini said that low-cost CAD accounts for approximately 5%
of revenue for Novedge.
Although Mayer and Nguyen do observe customers moving
from AutoCAD to their lower-cost options, Folini does not. “In
our experience at Novedge, we are not seeing people downgrade from AutoCAD LT to $500 products.”

Looking Ahead

Eyeing the future of the low-cost CAD market, Mayer said, “I
anticipate a time when low-cost CAD will be primarily available on a subscription basis directly from the developers.”
“The reseller channel for CAD — both brick and mortar, as
well as online — will continue to shrink, and more and more
of the business will simply be direct to the user.” And, he
added, “There’s a whole new group of CAD applications coming that will be optimized for the unique attributes of mobile
computing devices such as tablets like the iPad.”

Low-Cost CAD: Five Options

For this roundup of low-cost CAD solutions, Cadalyst editors
selected five products to evaluate. We narrowed down a long
list of budget-friendly options to those in the $400–$600 range
that had potential to replace AutoCAD in a professional office.
Evaluation criteria. In an effort to experience each of these
tools from installation through new-user orientation just as a
17
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typical user would, the process involved no vendor briefings
or special tutoring sessions. Except where noted, installations
went smoothly on a Windows 7–based machine.
Evaluation was based on creating new files, opening a
series of existing sample drawings, and working with geometry, all the way through plotting — all while contrasting the
tool with AutoCAD. We gauged overall functionality including
customization and programming as well as overall experience
from the perspective of an AutoCAD user. We placed particular emphasis on evaluating the user interface (UI) to measure
ease of use and the learning curve for each product.
Our goal in this evaluation process was not to declare a
winner, but rather to provide a basis for determining whether
each tool might be a viable choice for your office to consider
as an AutoCAD replacement. If yours is an AutoCAD LT or
Bentley Systems MicroStation office, this evaluation should
serve you well also.
Given that all these tools are roughly the same cost as
an annual AutoCAD subscription and that each comes with
a learning curve, we’re not convinced that any would merit
switching from AutoCAD. However, if you’re looking to purchase new CAD seats, these tools deserve consideration. A
free trial version is available for each option to get you started.
For further details about each product, see the table, “LowCost CAD: Five Professional Options,” at the end of this article.

Bricscad v12 Pro

Bricscad v12 Pro from Bricsys integrates 3D direct modeling
with the familiar 2D feature set of native DWG. It supports
hundreds of third-party applications, according to the developer. It sells for $505.
Pros: Very similar look and feel
New Bricscad files are created
to AutoCAD 2012, minus the
using
AutoCAD standard DWT files
ribbon. Customization and
and saved in AutoCAD DWG/DXF
AutoLISP support are excellent
and very similar to that of Autoformats from the 2010 version back.
CAD. Handles irregular viewWe opened a variety of AutoCAD
ports, xrefs, and file attachments
sample files all the way through
without a glitch. Includes 2D
the 2012 format and found the
parametric functionality.
results to be generally fine, with a
Cons: Reading 3D geometry
few exceptions. (See “Cons” in the
using proxy conversion is clunky
at best, and at times problemaccompanying summary box.)
atic. Bricscad v12 Pro can’t read
Bricscad’s user interface looks
AutoCAD 2012 viewports with
much
like that of recent AutoCAD
Model Documentation–
releases, focused on user-arranged
generated views.
toolbars and palettes (although a
ribbon menu is not used) wrapped around the top and sides of
the drawing area, with the Command prompt at the bottom.
Creating and working with geometry in Bricscad feels very
much like using AutoCAD. Geometry editing, including grip
editing, functions much as it does in AutoCAD, but doubleclick editing varies by entity type — hatching, most notably —
and isn’t always AutoCAD-like.
As a bonus, parametric-style constraints very similar to
those in AutoCAD 2012 (minus the AutoConstraints) let you
make 2D parametric drawings. Zooming, panning, mousewheel support, and keyed-in commands all function as an
AutoCAD user would expect, although right-clicking when no
object is selected defaults to an Enter key, as was the case in
older versions of AutoCAD.
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A sample DWG file as it appears in Bricscad v12 Pro.

Printing is conducted via an interface that looks very similar
to AutoCAD 2012’s Plot dialog box but, curiously, keying in
Plot invokes the Command line instead of a dialog box. You
create plotter definitions and plot styles very much like you
would in AutoCAD. Bricscad now supports STB plot style
table files.
Finally, you can set up your own shortcuts, palettes, toolbars,
and other interface components using a unified CUI (Customize
User Interface) command that saves settings to a PGP file (not
interchangeable with an AutoCAD PGP file). AutoLISP routines
can be loaded via AppLoad (just like AutoCAD), so CAD managers and power users can tweak Bricscad most any way they like.
In Summary. Bricscad is an AutoCAD-compliant tool that
can create and work with DWG data with a nonribbon-based
interface that most users of recent AutoCAD versions will
learn quickly. If your workflows involve complex layout views
or details generated with detail/section views, you can expect
problems when files are shared between Bricscad and AutoCAD users. CAD managers familiar with AutoCAD customization can get right to work customizing Bricscad. For companies
that need to create parametrically controlled drawings, the
constraint functionality is another bonus.

GStarCAD Professional 2012

Based on IntelliCAD technology, GStarCAD Professional is
a 2D/3D CAD solution from Suzhou Gstarsoft touted for its
AutoCAD compatibility and openness for CAD application
development. Available for $520,
GStarCAD is more ribbon compliant Pros: GstarCAD operates almost
exactly like AutoCAD 2012. It
and generally more “visual” in its
runs AutoLISP routines and haninterface than the other IntelliCADdles irregular viewports, xrefs,
and file attachments without
based software we looked at.
a glitch. Block libraries and the
This program creates new files
EasyArch add-on for drawing
using AutoCAD standard DWT files, 2D architectural elements make
and files are saved in AutoCAD
GstarCAD a great value.
DWG/DXF formats from the 2010
Cons: The software has problems
version back; curiously enough,
reading 3D geometry using
proxy conversion. Can’t read
the 2004 file version is the default.
AutoCAD 2012 viewports with
We opened a variety of AutoCAD
Model Documentation–
sample files all the way through the generated views.
2012 format and found the results
excellent, with a few notable exceptions (described in “Cons”
in the summary box included here).
GStarCAD’s UI looks very much like AutoCAD 2012’s
ribbon-based interface, with an additional bar across the top
of the drawing window to facilitate fast switching between
opened drawings — something like Quick View drawings in
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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IronCAD DRAFT 2012

A sample DWG file as it appears in GStarCAD Professional 2012.

A sample DWG file as it appears in IronCAD DRAFT 2012.

AutoCAD. The ribbon tabs are arranged in a way that’s very
similar to AutoCAD, albeit with some tabs and functions missing. Creating and working with geometry in GStarCAD feels
very much like AutoCAD as well as other IntelliCAD-based
programs. Editing geometry, including grip editing, functions
like AutoCAD; however, given that it offers a ribbon-based
interface, the absence of ribbon-based double-click editing (available in AutoCAD) surprised me. Zooming, panning,
mouse-wheel support, keyed-in commands (including AutoCAD 2012–like AutoComplete), and right-click functionalities
function as an AutoCAD user would expect.
Printing is conducted via an interface that looks and feels
exactly like AutoCAD 2012, all the way down to the PlotterManager command and plot styles, but the STB file format is
not supported. Finally, the ability to set up your own shortcuts,
palettes, toolbars, and other interface components via a clone
of the AutoCAD CUI command, and to load AutoLISP routines
using AppLoad (again, just like AutoCAD) mean customizers
familiar with recent AutoCAD releases can get right to work.
In Summary. GStarCAD is an AutoCAD-compliant tool that
can create and work with DWG data in an interface that will
make AutoCAD 2011/2012 users feel right at home — probably requiring the least training of any of the programs evaluated. Companies that use complex layout views with viewportspecific visualization features will find GStarCAD directly
compliant with AutoCAD files. Customization capabilities and
LISP support are the best of all the programs evaluated for this
article — and the most like AutoCAD — so CAD managers
familiar with AutoCAD customization should have no problem
adapting to GStarCAD.
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IronCAD DRAFT is an AutoCAD-compatible 2D mechanical
drafting tool that enables users to work in 2D but also to view,
leverage, analyze, render, and reference 3D model data created by suppliers, customers, and
Pros: Parametrically driven
colleagues. At $595, it is the most
mechanical symbols are
expensive of the five products in this thorough and valuable for
mechanical drafters. IronCAD
roundup.
DRAFT can read projected 3D
Creating new design files in
geometry from AutoCAD 2012.
IronCAD DRAFT is facilitated via
Cons: Least similar to AutoCAD,
a variety of template (TPL) files in
making cross-training more
ANSI, GB, or ISO unit systems and
difficult. Couldn’t read complex
AutoCAD viewports generated
typical drawing borders. Files are
from AutoCAD 2012’s Model
opened and saved by default in the
Documentation feature. No LISP
IronCAD DRAFT EXB file format, but or VBA support.
may also be saved in TPL (template),
AutoCAD 2010 (or earlier) DWG or DXF, or IGES file formats.
We opened a variety of AutoCAD and DGN sample files and
found generally good results, although some AutoCAD 2012
viewport formatting caused problems. (See “Cons” in the
summary box included here.)
You can switch IronCAD DRAFT’s UI between the default,
minimalist ribbon-style interface and a pull-down/toolbar
interface that reminds me of AutoCAD Release 14. It’s easy
to switch between the two UIs, but AutoCAD users likely will
end up using the pull-down/toolbar interface more than the
ribbon option. Either way, the interface is otherwise sparse,
lacking a system tray and displaying only minimal toggles. Of
the programs evaluated, IronCAD Draft has the most minimalist feel, which may make it the easiest for non-AutoCAD users
to learn.
Creating geometry is largely a matter of using ribbon
options or toolbar buttons to initiate commands, although
some keyed-in shortcuts, such as L for Line, are available.
Any Command line prompting appears in the lower band of
the screen — very different from AutoCAD. You can turn on
a Command Line Panel if you’d rather it look like AutoCAD.
Coordinates can be entered in the floating cursor box using
the keyboard; via dynamic input (if toggled on); or by locking
onto existing geometric features using object snaps. IronCAD’s
object snaps can snap within blocks and other annotation
types. This is very much like AutoCAD functionality, but implemented differently enough that it takes some getting used to.
Geometry-editing commands such as Move, Mirror, and Trim
work in a similar select/input mode as they do in AutoCAD,
but with additional options presented at the Command line;
grip editing follows the same logic as it does in AutoCAD; and
double-click editing entities invokes a properties-editing palette in most cases (text editing being an exception). You can
zoom and pan via icons, an F3 shortcut is predefined for
Zoom All, and the mouse wheel supports zoom/pan just
as in AutoCAD.
Printing uses your operating system print drives and proprietary configuration files that use the object line width you set
during entity creation to drive plotted line weights — unless
you specify a line weight–to-color relationship that overrides
entity types. This behavior is much more similar to MicroStation than to AutoCAD. For users accustomed to AutoCAD
plotting, IronCAD DRAFT printing will be a major adjustment.
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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In Summary. IronCAD DRAFT is a functional CAD tool that
can work with DWG data, but the most dissimilar to AutoCAD
in all respects. If AutoCAD emulation isn’t critical and mechanical drafting is your main mission, IronCAD DRAFT is a good
choice. Conversely, if AutoCAD work methodology is desired
to minimize training time, IronCAD DRAFT could be problematic. Companies that interact heavily with users generating
data with recent releases of AutoCAD will likely experience
compatibility problems with complex layouts.

ProgeCAD 2011 Professional

ProgeCAD 2011 Professional from progeCAD USA is a generalpurpose 2D/3D CAD solution, powered by IntelliCAD, that
works with AutoCAD DWG files from v2.5 through 2012.
ProgeCAD is more like older verPros: Very similar to AutoCAD.
sions of AutoCAD, where keying
ProgeCAD Pro can run basic
in commands and using toolbars is
AutoLISP routines and handle
the default mode of input, than the
irregular viewports, xrefs, and
file attachments without a
other IntelliCAD-based program we
glitch. Included block libraries
looked at here. At $399, it is the
and the EasyArch add-on for
least-expensive product included in
drawing architectural elements
this roundup.
provide extra value.
Creating new design files in
Cons: Clunky-to-problematic
reading of 3D geometry using
progeCAD Professional is based
proxy conversion. Couldn’t
on AutoCAD standard DWT files
read AutoCAD 2012 viewports
— two of which are provided and
with Model Documentation–
more of which can be created on
generated views.
your own, just as in AutoCAD. The
program saves files in AutoCAD 2010 DWG format by default,
or in earlier DWG or DXF file formats if specified. When opening existing drawings, the same file types are supported. We
opened a variety of AutoCAD 2012 and earlier sample files
and found the results excellent, with a few notable exceptions
(explained under “Cons” in the summary box).
The progeCAD UI looks very much like the UI of recent
AutoCAD releases, without the ribbon. Because progeCAD is
based on technology from IntelliCAD (which has had the goal
all along to deliver AutoCAD-compatible CAD tools), creating
and working with geometry felt almost exactly like AutoCAD,
all the way to the Etrack and Esnap tools (which emulate AutoCAD’s OTrack and Osnap). Editing geometry emulates AutoCAD functionality, including grip editing, to a T. Throughout
the process, all zooming, panning, mouse-wheel functions,
keyed-in commands — and even using the spacebar to repeat

A sample DWG file as it appears in progeCAD 2011 Professional.
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the last command — flowed exactly as they do in AutoCAD,
making this a very easy tool for AutoCAD users to learn.
Printing uses operating system print drivers and reads/
writes AutoCAD CTB/PCP configuration files (with the STB file
format being notably absent), but the interface is multitabbed
and requires some navigation to understand what’s going on.
Finally, the ability to set up your own shortcuts, palettes, toolbars, and other interface components via the MenuLoad command and the ability to load basic AutoLISP files (minus Visual
LISP) will make those with legacy custom code very happy.
In Summary. ProgeCAD 2011 Professional is an AutoCADcompliant tool that can create and work with DWG data and
has an interface that AutoCAD users can learn quickly. Companies that use complex layout views with viewport-specific
visualization features will find progeCAD directly compliant
with AutoCAD files. Customization and LISP support mean
that CAD managers can tailor the software to fit their users,
although existing routines may not run if they contain certain
Visual LISP functions.

TurboCAD LTE Pro v4

TurboCAD products from IMSI/Design have long been popular
with Cadalyst readers. TurboCAD LTE Pro, the second most
affordable option in the line, is described as a professional
2.5D drafting and detailing solution. Pros: TurboCAD LTE Pro is
Although it is designed to compete
comfortable and easy to learn
with AutoCAD LT, we chose it for
for AutoCAD users and includes
a variety of powerful tools for
this roundup due to its $500 price.
Installation of TurboCAD LTE Pro 2D drafting.
Cons: Didn’t read complex
went fine, but the included graphAutoCAD viewports generated
ics driver had to disable the Aero
from AutoCAD 2012’s Model
visual theme in Windows 7 in order
Documentation feature. Had
trouble representing AutoCAD
to run. Once the basic Windows
theme was applied, TurboCAD fired DWG files saved with visual
styles. Developed as an
right up.
AutoCAD LT replacement, it
Users create new design files
offers no LISP support.
in TurboCAD LTE Pro via a variety
of template files in ISO and ANSI standard unit notation with
typical drawing border sizes. Files are saved by default in the
TurboCAD TCW file format, but may also be saved as AutoCAD 2010 (or earlier) DWG or DXF, or Intergraph DGN vector
formats, as well as a variety of other CAD and image formats.
The same file types are supported when opening existing

A sample DWG file as it appears in TurboCAD LTE Pro v4.
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Low-Cost CAD: Five Professional Options
Bricscad v12 Pro

GstarCAD Professional 2012

Bricsys
www.bricsys.com
603.882.5876
$505
10% discount for five-pack. High-volume
licenses are negotiable.
October 2012
General, or specialized using any of 260+ thirdparty applications.
Reads/writes native DWG files compatible with
AutoCAD R9–2012.
Intel Pentium III 1-Ghz processor or compatible;
1 GB RAM; 250 MB hard drive for program
files, 1 GB disk space.

Suzhou Gstarsoft
www.gstarcadsoft.com
505.730.1651
$520
3–4 seats 5% discount, 5–9 10%, 10–19 15%,
20+ 20%
January 2013
General, or specialized with CAD plug-ins.

OS support

Windows XP/Vista/7; and LINUX.

Windows XP/Vista/7.

LISP, VBA, ARX, .Net support

LISP, DCL, DIESEL, VBA, COM, BRX, TX, .NET.

LISP, VBA, ARX.

Plug-ins, companion apps, mobile apps

EBridge (connects Bricscad to Vondle for CAD
collaboration), Chapoo (cloud-based viewer).
3D direct modeling in fully rendered mode, 2D
and 3D constraint technology, design intent
detection, dynamic 2D sections on 3D models,
GIS functionality.

CadProfi, AutoXLSTable, Mech-q.

Company
Web site
Phone
MSRP ($US)
Available discounts
Date of next release
Applications
DWG compatibility
Recommended system requirements

Notable features, 3D functionality

Technical support, Help, and available books
and training

Trial version

Fully AutoCAD compatible, includes familiar
AutoCAD interface commands, 3D view/edit
(Pro version only).

Technical support available online through Bric- One year technical support plus online forums
sys Meeting Point, user forums, and a support available.
request system. 2,000+ pages of included technical support and developer reference. Three
books available by author Ralph Grabowski.
30-day free trial, includes e-mail support.
30-day free trial.

A Note About SketchUp
For years, SketchUp has been a very popular 3D modeling tool — primarily among architects
— even as its ownership has passed from @Last Software to Google and, as announced
in late April, to Trimble. SketchUp
Pro (the version for commercial use,
$495) includes Layout 3, a companion product for creating professional
design documents, dimensioned
drawings, and presentations from
SketchUp 3D models.
SketchUp is a great tool for quickly
developing visually rich 3D models
from scratch or based on raw DWG
geometry. But it can’t directly edit
DWG or DGN files and it lacks an annotative feature set, which are essential to any drafting/
detailing department — and, therefore, we didn’t include it in this product roundup.
In its current state, SketchUp can’t serve as the centerpiece of a drafting department, but
for conceptual 3D modeling, it’s a great tool at a good price.
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Fully DWG/DXF compatible through AutoCAD
2012.
Intel Pentium (or faster) processor; more than 1
GB RAM; more than 1 GB hard drive..

drawings. We opened a variety of AutoCAD and DGN sample files with generally good results.
TurboCAD LTE Pro’s UI encompasses
pull-down menus and toolbars along
the top of the screen, with toolbars
and palettes to the left and right and
a Command prompt/history area
along the bottom. One thing the UI
doesn’t have is a ribbon menu. Creating
geometry feels very much like drawing with AutoCAD; coordinate input,
directional input, and intelligent snap
locators appear to be modeled after the
AutoCAD UI. Editing commands such
as Move, Mirror, and Trim all work in
conjunction with snap locations, much
like they do in AutoCAD, but selecting
objects for editing (such as AutoCAD
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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IronCAD DRAFT 2012
IronCAD
www.ironcad.com
800.339.7304
$595
Contact reseller for details.
September 2013 (tentative)
MCAD and general.
Import/export (save as) DWG for Release
12–2012.
Intel Pentium 4 or higher or current AMD processor; 2 GB to 8 GB RAM for very large 3D
assembly work; CAD-recommended graphics
card (mainly for 3D); 1 GB disk space.
Windows 7 (32- and 64-bit supported). Windows Home Editions are not supported.
CRX (similar to ARX).

IRONCAD Translator Pack supports native
import of 3D formats.
Full production-level 2D with ability to use 3D
data. Import and assemble 3D data and leverage in the 2D environment to detail or use as
a reference. Fully associative to the 3D, where
changes in 3D update in the 2D environment.
3D included for assembly, interrogation, measurement, rendering, animation, and design
sharing (for reuse).
“Getting Started Guide,” online Learning
Center, and one-year comprehensive product
support services (e-mail and phone support
plus community web site access) included.
Books and training available.
30-day free trial.

progeCAD 2011 Professional

IMSI/Design
www.turbocad.com
800.833.8082
$499.99
Reseller, distributor, educational, multiseat
corporate.
September 2012
General, AEC, MCAD, civil engineering.

DWG support for AutoCAD R2.5 through
2012.
Intel Pentium Dual Core 1.8 GHz or more
powerful processor. 2–4 GB RAM for large
drawings/3D. 1 GB free disk space.

DWG support through AutoCAD 2012.

Windows XP/Vista/7 (32- and 64-bit).

Windows XP/Vista/7.

AutoLISP, VBA using progeCAD Object Model,
SDS (similar to AutoCAD’s ADS), Object ARX–
type clone expected with version 2012.
Line of Civil Survey, AEC Building Services, plus
productivity utilities.
Google Earth import, PDF to DWG; import
Adobe Acrobat PDF documents complete with
drawing intelligence. ICADLib Block Manager
complete with TraceParts block library of more
than 1 million blocks. EasyArch automated 2D
building tool plug-in for architects. Includes
3D, surface modeling, and solid modeling support.

.NET, VBA support via SDK; Ruby scripting support.

1 GB RAM, 300 MB free disk space; Redway
Redsdk supported GPU.

Companion apps: pdf2cad; TurboCalc.
Drafting palette (enables associative 2D cross-sections
from 3D models); full set of intelligent architectural
objects, all AutoCAD Architecture compatible; Parametric Parts Manager; CAD and graphics file compatibility (support for more than 20 file formats); geometric and dimensional constraints; PDF underlay support;
Drawing Compare utility; integrated File Converter
utility; Hatch Pattern Creator; familiar AutoCAD interface, menu structure and Command line.

30 days of free help desk support plus downIntegrated PDF and online Help systems;
loadable user manuals and 2D/3D tutorial
“Training for TurboCAD LTE & LTE Pro” downvideos by daily e-mail. Free “Inside progeCAD” loadable PDF plus practice exercises ($29.99).
tutorial for new users, by Ralph Grabowski.
30-day, fully functioning free trial.

grip editing) felt very different, as multiple objects may be
stretched or modified in an extent-style editing frame. Zoom/
pan and wheel mouse viewing also functioned just as one
would expect in AutoCAD. As fans of keyboard entry, we were
happy to find that favorite command shortcuts (L for line, E for
erase, etc.) worked exactly as they would in AutoCAD. Finally,
a unified CUI command means you can set up your own shortcuts, palettes, toolbars, and other interface components just
the way you want.
Printing uses your operating system print drivers, with a
print style utility mapping colors to print characteristics such as
pen widths (much like an AutoCAD CTB file).
In Summary. TurboCAD LTE Pro is a functional CAD tool
that can create and work with DWG and DGN data, with an
interface look and feel that will be familiar to AutoCAD users.
Companies that use complex layout views with viewportspecific visualization features can expect to have compatibility
issues when interacting with AutoCAD users.
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

TurboCAD LTE Pro v4

progeCAD USA
www.progecad.us
800.975.4223
$399
3+ seats 5% discount, 5+ 10%, 10+ 15%,
20+ 20%.
Summer 2012
General, AEC, MCAD.

Free trial.

Final Thoughts

Could a low-cost CAD solution go the distance for your company? We hope this roundup has provided enough insight to
help you begin answering that question. Ultimately, you’ll know
best if a product is a viable option if you put it to the test. Fortunately, the five products featured in this roundup — and
most others in the low-cost category — are available as free trials. Download those that pique your interest and see what they
can do to boost your workflow — and your bottom line.
Robert Green performs CAD programming and consulting
throughout the United States and Canada. He is the author
of Expert CAD Management: The Complete Guide. Reach him
via his web site at www.cad-manager.com.
Nancy Johnson is editor-in-chief of Cadalyst. Contact her
at nancy.johnson@cadalyst.com.
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By Bill Fane

AutoCAD 2013
Autodesk’s flagship product offers new cloud-based
features to enhance file storage and collaboration, new
3D-to-2D functions, plus myriad small but very useful tools.

I

t’s that time again — time to kick
the fenders of the latest version of
AutoCAD! Version 2013, introduced
in late March, is full of interesting new
features large and small, especially for
those working in 3D.

Let’s start with the most obvious new feature. When you
launch AutoCAD 2013, it’s
pretty hard to miss the
new Welcome screen
(figure 1). The screen
is divided into three
sections:
Work: Start a new
drawing, open an existing
one, open sample files, or jump
straight to a drawing that you had open
recently. The Open Sample Files button
takes you to several folders and subfolders
that hold files related to specialized tasks
such as database extraction and ActiveX
controls, and the en-us folder holds files
AutoCAD 2013 offers integrated 3D rendering tools, and subscribers also have access to a free
containing a variety of predefined blocks
rendering service on the cloud. This image depicts a 2D drawing overlaying a 3D rendering.
and dynamic blocks.
Tools and Autodesk Labs technology previews; a few others
Learn: The middle panel contains links
are more commercial. A minor issue here is whether a CAD
to a series of What’s New and Getting Started videos.
manager wants users to have such easy access to plug-ins.
Extend: Autodesk Exchange Apps links to an online store
Autodesk 360 is the name of Autodesk’s cloud-based initiawhere you can download AutoCAD plug-ins. Many are free
tives. I’ll have more on this later.
and offer functionality that is equivalent to AutoCAD ExpressOh, look! Direct links to AutoCAD accounts on Facebook
and Twitter! These social media sites are rapidly becoming
AutoCAD 2013 for Windows
commercial media sites, and Autodesk uses them to share
2D/3D Drafting and Modeling
online tutorials, product announcements, and user discussions.

A+

Pros: Powerful Internet/cloud connectivity for storage and collaboration; new 3D-to-2D functionality.
Cons: Few significant upgrades for 2D-only users.
Price: $3,995 (upgrade $1,995; 1-year subscription, add $495).
Autodesk
800.440.4198
www.autodesk.com
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Command Central

Hey! What happened to our beloved Command prompt?
The absence of the Command prompt is likely an attempt to
recover some of the screen area that AutoCAD lost to the ribbon several versions back. Officially renamed the Command
line, it now appears as a single-line, semitransparent window
that floats above the drawing area (figure 2).
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012

Autodesk.

Welcome!

Dell recommends Windows 7 Professional.
®

The prototypes
are virtual,
but the results are
incredibly real.

Dell Precision Workstations power the 3D
engineering applications you need to design,
visualize and simulate consumer products without
having to build expensive physical prototypes.
TM

Now you can:
• Complete designs and simulations fast with
the speed of Intel Xeon processors, Genuine
Windows 7 Professional and up to 192 GB*
of RAM
®

®

®

• Maximize software functionality with the
reliability of ISV certifications and optional
24/7 over-the-phone Dell ProSupport
™

• Create innovative designs with professionalgrade ATI FirePro or NVIDIA Quadro graphics
TM

®

Find your ideal workstation configuration
at dell.com/smb/workstations.

ISV Certified
Design with Precision and
know that your system is
tested and certified by many
of the top design application
providers, such as AutoDesk,
so that you get optimized
performance and reliability.

Image provided by Autodesk . Rendering of a video game controller showing finite element analysis results. Created in Autodesk Moldflow.
Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, and Xeon Inside are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
*GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less.
®

®
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from a variety of
sources, but it is available at any altitude
or poorly connected
coffee shop. I strongly
recommend installing Figure 4. Quick View prominently highlights
it on your laptop.
your current location inside AutoCAD.

There’s No
Devil in the Details

Figure 1. AutoCAD 2013 sports a new Welcome screen.

When you begin to type
a command, up to three
Figure 2. The restyled Command
lines of command history
line.
appear above the Command line for reference
(but are not clickable).
A few seconds after you
complete a command, the
history lines quietly fade
Figure 3. The new semitransparent,
away (figure 3. Press F2 to
disappearing command history.
expand the previous 18
lines of command history, or use the new Ctrl+F combination
to bring up a scrollable window going back much further.
The scrollable Command window also has an Edit button
in the upper left corner that you can use to copy and paste
command history into another document, or back into the
Command line if you want to run a specific sequence of
commands again.
The Command line can float freely, or you can dock it at
the top or bottom edge of the screen where it looks and acts
almost exactly like the traditional Command prompt. You can
fully configure its appearance: Set colors and font under the
Display tab of the Options dialog box, and specify transparency and number of history lines by clicking on the wrench
icon when the Command line is in floating mode.

I’d Love to Help You Out

AutoCAD 2012 introduced a major change to the Help system
by moving the information from the desktop to an online database. AutoCAD 2013’s Help facility has undergone another
major change and is completely search-based. You simply
enter your topic in the Search pane and AutoCAD 2013 goes
online to find the latest information from a variety of sources.
You can’t browse through a simple list of commands or system
variables any more.
This is your captain speaking. We have reached our cruising
altitude of 36,000 feet, the outside air temperature is minus
60 degrees, and there is no wi-fi up here.
There is a link in the Help facility where you can download
and install a local copy of Help information that will kick in
automatically if you don’t have an Internet connection. It may
not always be the latest version, and it may not be coming
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Any new release always seems to involve a few big headlinegrabbing features, plus a bunch of small details that get
glossed over. Just to mix it up and make sure you don’t miss
these nuggets, this time I’ll briefly describe many of the smaller
changes in AutoCAD 2013. In the long run, some of these
can contribute more to your day-to-day productivity than you
might expect. I’ll then move on to the major items.
Quick View updates. The Quick View drawings thumbnails,
which display at the bottom of the screen, now highlight the
current active drawing and the current active layout within
that drawing with a colored background, bright border, and
bold label for easier identification (figure 4).
Hatch Editor. You can now select more than one hatch
object at a time and still get the contextual Hatch Editor ribbon panel. All selected hatches end up with the same edited
properties even if they were different to start with.
Raster images. The quality of raster images is improved.
External references. When linking to an external reference
file such as a raster image, another drawing file, a PDF underlay, and so on, the default is now Relative path if the xref files
are in a suitable location.
Array. AutoCAD 2013 makes a significant change to the
Array command interface and to certain aspects of its functionality. When you launch the Array command, it still asks if
you want a rectangular, polar, or path array, as it did in version
2012. Let’s start with rectangular. Instead of asking for the
number of rows and columns and then for spacing, AutoCAD
2013 jumps straight to a ghost preview of a 4 x 3 rectangular
array. You can then select appropriate grips and drag or use
keyboard entry to specify spacing and quantities. This saves
one step over the previous version.
Polar and path arrays have undergone similar changes, and
several new creation and editing options have been added
to path arrays. In particular, you now have more control
over what happens to the item count if the length of a path
changes.

Getting to the Points

Point-cloud models are becoming increasingly common in the
CAD workflow, especially for documenting existing buildings.
Aim a 3D laser device at the inside of a room or outside of
a building, scan the structure, and you’ll get back a cloud of
x,y,z coordinates that represent points on the structure. You
can attach this cloud of points to an AutoCAD drawing and
use it to establish the definition points for drawing 2D and 3D
objects.
The number of points in a cloud can reach governmentspending levels — as in hundreds of millions — especially
when dealing with a large, ornate structure or multiple buildwww.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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Figure 5. You can now create 2D drawing views of specific items selected.
from an assembly.

ings. Luckily, AutoCAD 2013 adds significant new functionality to its point-cloud support. For example, you can display a
bounding box around the cloud to help you visualize its position in 3D space.

3D or Not 3D

Here are a few more of these “minor” details that will either
revolutionize how you work or will be of no interest.
PressPull. You can now select inside multiple boundaries,
then create a separate 3D solid object from each boundary in
one hit, and they will all have the same height. Better yet, they
don’t have to be in the same plane.
Strikethrough text. AutoCAD supports strike-through text.
Offset. Start the command, specify an offset distance, then
move the cursor. AutoCAD 2013 displays a live preview as you
move the cursor to either side of the object being offset.
Pline widths. AutoCAD 2012 introduced the Reverse tool
for changing the original defined direction of polyline vertices.
AutoCAD 2013 now has an option to also reverse the width
specification of tapered segments.
New DWG file format. Paying attention? Yes, AutoCAD has
a new file format — which it does every three years. As usual,
you can Save As back to earlier releases, and also as usual,
some newer object types may not translate perfectly and/or
may not survive a round trip.
Content Explorer. AutoCAD 2013 greatly expands the
power of the Content Explorer. You can now search for any of
54 file types that AutoCAD supports.

Here’s Looking Inside You, Kid

One of the first major enhancements in AutoCAD 2013 falls
in the category of model documentation, or more specifically,
producing 2D working drawings from 3D models (figure 5).
In previous releases, the 3D-to-2D commands would
simply grab every solid they could find in the drawing
and generate the 2D views. AutoCAD 2013 now lets you
select specific solids out of the full set. You can use ViewBase more than once in the same drawing, and even in the
same layout, so that it now becomes extremely easy to create 2D drawing views for single parts or subassemblies in an
assembly.
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

Figure 6. Four tabs on the Modify Section View Style dialog box
let you create and customize named section view styles to your
heart’s content, and there’s another one for detail views.

When importing Inventor models, at first it seems that you
can’t select the individual components within the imported
assembly, but there is a trick. AutoCAD 2013 imports an
Inventor assembly as a block consisting of all the individual
parts. Simply explode the imported assembly and all the parts
become available as individual blocks, which you can edit
using the Bedit (Block Edit) command. You can also explode
the individual blocks and edit the resulting 3D solids directly.

Cut ‘Em Off at the Section Line

The second major update to AutoCAD 2013’s 3D-to-2D toolset involves section views (figure 6). In previous releases, it was
quite a hassle to create these views. The new ViewSection
command ends all that. You no longer have to set up a cutting
plane specification in model space in order to generate a section view in a paper space layout.
Now, just start the ViewSection command from the Layout
ribbon and select the parent view. Next, simply draw your
section line, noting that polar, ortho, object snaps, and object
snap tracking all work. Press Enter, then specify the location
for the section view, noting that the section direction arrows
and the preview of the section view flip over as you move the
cursor to the other side of the section line. Press Enter again
and you’re finished (figure 7)!
The ViewSection command can produce full, half, offset,
and aligned section views and, in line with normal mechanical
drafting standards, you can suppress some parts in an assembly so they aren’t sectioned. Cylindrical objects such as shafts
and threaded fasteners usually fall into this category. In addition, you are no longer limited to PressPulling a closed boundary. You can now select 2D or 3D open curves and PressPull an
open wall from them.
Isolines. If you’re really into fancy 3D objects, you’ll be
pleased to know that you can now generate isoline curves
from an existing solid.
Inventor file import. AutoCAD 2013 can import Inventor
part or assembly files. Imported Inventor files come in as solids
and they lose their associativity with the original Inventor file.
Single parts come across as blocks, which you can explode
to AutoCAD 3D objects. An assembly comes across as a block
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containing each part as a block definition.
Exploding the assembly block produces
the individual component part blocks.
Most importantly, not only does the view
update if you edit the 3D model, but it
also updates when you relocate the cutting plane line using standard grip editing
techniques.
ViewDetail. The new ViewDetail command produces detailed views at other
scales as quickly and easily as any of the
new ViewX commands. It can produce
circular and rectangular views, and again
the views update if you later edit the size
or location of the detail circle or rectangle. Figure 7. Sections and details update when the section line or detail circle change.
Better yet, a detail view of a section view
yields a detail of the section!
accessible from desktop computers as well as iOS and Android
More Named Styles. Oh boy! Another set of named styles!
mobile devices. You can upload a file to AutoCAD WS and
The ViewSection and ViewDetail commands automatically add
share it with others who can then open, edit, mark up, and
identifiers, labels, and scale notes. The new ViewSectionStyle
print via any standard web browser. They don’t need Autoand ViewDetailStyle commands bring up dialog boxes that are
CAD, or even a browser add-in.
almost as much fun as the DimStyle one.

Cloudy with a Chance of Sharing

Finally, the other big headline grabber in AutoCAD 2013: the
cloud! Just to clarify, I’m not talking about point clouds, and
perhaps to avoid that confusion, Autodesk has begun referring
to this concept as connectivity instead of the cloud.
In the current context, the cloud is simply a whole bunch
of computers, all connected through the Internet. When you
access the cloud, you have infinite computing capacity available. Well, maybe not infinite, but certainly a lot. Uses for the
cloud fall into two main categories: computing and storage.
Computing. Certain operations, such as stress and fluid flow
calculations and photorealistic rendering, can take a long time
or use a lot of computing power. The cloud can provide far
more computing power than can any single computer. In the
extreme, animated 3D movies such as Avatar are produced on
rendering farms of 20,000–30,000 computers!
Relatively simple renderings of small mechanisms can usually be completed in a reasonable time on your own machine,
but complex high-resolution architectural renderings can rapidly run into geologic time frames. AutoCAD 2013 provides a
free rendering service on the cloud. Simply upload your readyto-render files to your Autodesk Cloud account, wait a bit, and
AutoCAD announces that your renderings are available.
Storage and collaboration. You can use the cloud-based
AutoCAD 360 solution in a variety of ways. You can upload
specific files to the cloud for sharing, you can have AutoCAD
automatically save every file to the cloud, or you can manually save selected files. Choose between storing on the cloud
only vs. saving to your local drive and to the cloud at the same
time. The AutoCAD 360 site ties in with Autodesk’s new
cloud-based product lifecycle management (PLM) offering.
Second, once files are stored on the cloud they can be
made available to other users anywhere in the world. You can
share, collaborate, and consult without having to ship prints
or e-mail files. In particular, AutoCAD 2013 has direct connections to AutoCAD WS, the cloud-based file editor that’s
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I’ve Looked at Clouds from Both Sides Now

Yes, just like that old Joni Mitchell song, there are two sides to
cloud-based file storage. The main advantages are that these
solutions are more secure (in that a good service provider will
have better security and backup procedures than you do), and
they are available anywhere you have Internet access.
There are two main disadvantages to storing files on the
cloud. First, anything posted to the Internet is there forever.
You may delete a file seconds after saving it, but there is
already a copy on the service provider’s backup drives, and
deleted files can be recovered. The other disadvantage?
This is your captain speaking. … No Internet access equals no
file access.

Pimp My Ride

If you regularly work on more than one computer, you can
have AutoCAD 2013 sync your settings via the cloud. This
means that you can use any computer anywhere and it will
come up with your personal option settings, interface customization, and so on. When you sign out of someone else’s computer, you can restore their settings with a push of a button.

The Final Decision

And so we come to the eternal question: Should you upgrade?
• If you’re working in 3D, or if you should be working in
3D, then definitely “yes.”
• If you ever share, collaborate, send, or otherwise discuss
your files with anyone else, again the answer is “yes.”
• If you only ever work on strictly 2D drawings such as
schematic diagrams or flow charts that never leave your
office, then the answer is “maybe” — so you can stay in
step with the new file format. Highly Recommended.
Cadalyst contributing editor Bill Fane is a registered
professional engineer and a retired instructor at the British
Columbia Institute of Technology. He also is the author of
AutoCAD 2013 for Dummies, now available from Wiley.
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By Art Liddle

HP Z1
Workstation
The HP Z1, with all components
integrated inside the monitor, can
accomodate one additional monitor
for extra screen real estate.

T

he HP Z1 is a desktop workstation that provides familiar capabilities in an unfamiliar package: Its stunning
display houses the entire system. Plug in the power
cord, insert the USB dongle for the wireless keyboard
and mouse, and you are ready to get to work. If your office
has wi-fi, you don’t even need to attach a network
cable. If you are tight on desk space, you can
attach the HP Z1 to your wall using a standard
VESA mount. This is definitely not an ordinary
workstation.

System Features

The first thing I noticed about the HP Z1 was
its brilliant display. At 27” (measured diagodiago
nally), this IPS (in-plane switching) LED-backlit
LCD panel, which supports a maximum resolution
of 2,560 x 1,440 with 32-bit color, should meet the needs
of virtually any CAD operator. Pixel for pixel, this 16:9 aspect
ratio display supplies nearly three times the real estate of a
1,280 x 1,024 screen, which is the standard we use when
performance-testing workstations with the Cadalyst Systems
Benchmark. Size isn’t the only thing worth mentioning — the
quality of the displayed image is, in a word, superb.
The HP Z1 measures 26” wide by 17¾” high by a mere
3” deep (excluding its stand). And, yes, the entire system fits
within the confines of that one case. However, the real surprise
comes when you lower the display to a horizontal position and
pop open the hood, gaining instant access to system components. You can easily upgrade or service the system memory,
hard-drive storage, graphics card, and optical drive. In addi-

HP Z1

27” All-in-One Workstation
Pros: Elegant design, fully equipped, stunning display.
Cons: None significant.
Price: Starting at $1,899; as configured, $5,673.
HP
800.289.6947
www.hp.com
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A

Distinctive all-in-one
system has it all —
and it all fits inside a
27” display.
tion, there are four user-accessible expansion slots: one PCIe
2.0 x16 slot (filled with the graphics card) and three
mini-PCIe 2.0 x1 slots (one filled with a dual-band wi-fi plus
Bluetooth wireless adapter).
Hidden below a large heat sink, an Intel Xeon E3-1280
3.50-GHz processor (8-MB cache) powers the HP Z1. This
quad-core CPU supports a maximum speed of 3.9 GHz when
running single-core operations. Four DIMM slots offer a maximum of 32 GB of system memory; our configuration included
16 GB (4 GB in each slot) of DDR3-1333 ECC RAM.
The HP Z1 supports one 3.5” or two 2.5” internal hard
drives, and RAID options are available. Our system included a
pair of 300-GB Intel SATA solid-state drives, offering 600 GB
of very fast hard-drive storage. You can maximize your storage with an optional 3.5” 2.0-TB SATA 7200 drive. A Blu-ray
DVD+/-RW slot-loaded optical drive/writer is ideal for multimedia projects, and there’s an integrated HD webcam, with
tilt control, supports video at a maximum resolution of 1,920 x
1,080 at 30 fps.
For the graphics subsystem of our HP Z1, we chose
NVIDIA’s high-end Quadro 4000M graphics controller, loaded
with 2.0 GB GDDR5 memory. (HP designed the Z1 to accommodate a mobile graphics card in the interest of making the
most efficient use of space and minimizing acoustic levels
in the all-in-one system.) For those who cannot get enough
screen space, a Display Port in/out connector allows for one
external monitor. Other external ports include two USB 3.0
ports, four USB 2.0 ports, IEEE 1394a port, standard network
connector, 4-in-1 media card reader, microphone and headphone jacks, optical SPDIF audio-out connector, and subwoofer jack. The system also has five internal USB 2.0 ports.
The HP Z1 incorporates four independent cooling zones,
which are monitored by nine thermal sensors and cooled by
six variable-speed fans. Occasionally, I could detect a trivial
hum as the fans kicked in during our demanding benchmark
testing, but noise was never a concern. Other features include
a generous 400-W (90% energy efficient) power supply, SRS
Premium Sound technology, and a pair of dual-cone frontfacing stereo speakers.
HP Z1 continued on page 33
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By Curt Moreno

NEC MultiSync EA243WM
LED-backlit 24”
LCD monitor offers
energy efficiency,
professional features,
and good design.

T

he MultiSync EA243WM
24” wide-screen LCD monitor from NEC Display Solutions may be targeted at
the professional user, but this sleek
panel boasts features that
tech lovers in any envienvi
ronment will appreciappreci
ate. More than just
another slim LCD,
the EA243WM
provides creature
comforts that will
make it a welcome
addition to any CAD
or graphics workspace.
This LED-backlit monitor packs
WUXGA (1,920 x 1,200) resolution, 250 cd/m2 brightness, 1000:1 contrast ratio, and a
5-ms response time. The unit supports multiple input formats
including VGA, DVI-D, HDMI, and DisplayPort and includes
a four-port USB hub as well as a headphone jack. The casing
has two internal, upward-facing speakers that provide good
sound quality. Including its stand, the monitor measures 21.9”
x 16.1” x 9.1”.
The stand for the EA243WM is one of its most noteworthy
features. Some manufacturers simply set their monitors atop
a plastic column, but NEC has brought witty innovation by
seamlessly integrating several convenient and power-saving
features with standard utility. The preassembled monitor base

NEC MultiSync EA243WM
24” LCD Monitor

A

Pros: High resolution, quality construction, reasonable price.
Cons: None significant.
Price: $399
NEC Display Solutions
866.632.6673
www.necdisplay.com
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The NEC MultiSync EA243WM monitor features capacitive touch
controls and a stand that rotates, tilts, pivots, and adjusts in height.

provides 340 degrees of swivel rotation, tilt, pivot, and 5.1”
adjustable height. Vertical adjustment is effortless and provides clearance for the screen’s 90-degree, clockwise rotation
into portrait mode, where it stands an impressive 21” tall. The
value of this feature will be apparent to any user who works
with text documents regularly. The support column includes
cable-management openings and provides stable, jiggle-free
support. A built-in hand grip helps users transport this 15.4-lb
monitor (9 lb without the stand).
Definitely worth noting are the capacitive touch controls
along the EA243WM’s bezel. Gone are the days of difficultto-locate switches and hard-to-press buttons; the lightest
touch on the power symbol activates this bright monitor. In
addition, it employs an ambient sensor to automatically adjust
brightness as well as a human sensor to detect the presence
of a user and to put the monitor into a “low brightness”
mode when the monitor is unattended. In addition to sensormanaged power monitoring, the EA243WM includes an ECO
Mode and a built-in carbon footprint calculator, complete with
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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approximate dollar savings estimate. The savings will surely
add up, given that typical power consumption for this monitor
comes in at 29 W in use and a mere 0.48 W in Power Saving
Mode.
Smart controls for the EA243WM are just the beginning for
users. NEC’s ControlSync technology allows for an impressive
multiple monitor configuration of as many as six screens. Yes,
six! ControlSync lets you control all six from a single, master
screen. In addition to being able to create massive walls of
display information that any user would love, the EA243WM
comes with tools to make the IT professional happy as well.
NEC’s Customize Settings feature helps IT staff set and restore
screen performance options with a single touch, making
remote administration and green practices implementation
easier than ever.
The NEC MultiSync EA243WM is compatible with Windows
7. I tested it using NVIDIA Quadro graphics cards and PassMark
MonitorTest software — a new testing process for
Cadalyst Labs — running it through extensive display benchmarks. The EA243WM produced excellent results in brightness,
contrast, focus, color purity, geometric distortion, and raster
rotation. The LED-backlit display did not suffer from noticeable

ghosting or flickers, and it produced consistently vibrant colors
and clear, sharp images with its 0.27-mm pixel pitch.
The unit is wall mountable by removing the stand and
attaching a flexible arm with a standard 100 mm x 100 mm
VESA mount (instructions are included). The EA243WM is covered by NEC Display Solutions’ three-year limited warranty that
includes parts, labor, and backlight. At $399, it is an excellent
value when compared to similarly sized units, given its added
features, ease of use, and high-quality construction.
The NEC MultiSync EA243WM is a well-crafted monitor
that incorporates many desirable features for CAD and graphics professionals. With a bright, energy-efficient display; a
well-designed and sturdy base; and a multitude of connectivity
options, this monitor is bound to thrill any user who can
add one — or two — of these units to his or her workspace!

HP Z1 continued from page 30

lightwave-01; 76.14
for maya-03; 11.57
for proe-05; 47.16
for sw-02; 30.72 for
tcvis-02; and 27.76 for
snx-01.
Finally, for the
record, running c2011
with AutoCAD 2011
and the NVIDIA
enhanced driver, the
scores were as follows:
total index of 1,214; 3D
The HP Z1 opens like a clamshell, letting
graphics index of 3,914;
you easily replace components.
2D graphics index of
385; disk index of 248; and CPU index of 308. These scores
compare very favorably against other workstations equipped
with a similar CPU.

On the software side, the HP Z1 includes the HP Performance Advisor. This user-friendly utility helps you optimize,
customize, and, when necessary, troubleshoot your workstation. It provides real-time information about memory and
CPU activity and keeps you updated about the latest certified
drivers for your system components.

Performance

We measured the HP Z1’s performance using the Cadalyst
c2012 with AutoCAD 2012 and SPECviewperf 11 benchmark
tests. Our operating system was Microsoft Windows 7 Professional 64-bit. For those referencing previous reviews, we also
include test scores for Cadalyst c2011 with AutoCAD 2011
and NVIDIA’s performance driver. (NVIDIA ended its enhanced
support for AutoCAD with version 2011.) As usual, we ran all
tests at a screen resolution of 1,280 x 1,024 with a 32-bit color
depth. We enabled hardware acceleration for AutoCAD and
turned off vertical sync for the graphics card.
Running our c2012 benchmark and AutoCAD 2012 with its
native driver, the results were as follows: total index of 470; 3D
graphics index of 909; 2D graphics index of 401; disk index of
264; and CPU index of 305. This being only the second time
we’ve run this combination of Cadalyst benchmark and AutoCAD, a direct comparison is limited to a single workstation,
which was equipped with an NVIDIA Quadro 4000 graphics
card and an overclocked CPU running at 4.5 GHz. The HP Z1’s
total c2012 score was 14% slower — which is pretty good,
considering the competition had nearly a 30% advantage in
raw CPU speed.
The scores for the SPECviewperf 11 suite of tests were also
good. The weighted scores, single sample mode only, were
as follows: 39.28 for catia-03; 26.07 for ensight-04; 60.78 for
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

Highly Recommended.

Curt Moreno is a Houston, Texas–based CAD manager,
writer, and speaker who has been using AutoCAD since
1990. Reach him via his web site, www.kungfudrafter.com,
or follow @wkfd on Twitter.

Final Take

The HP Z1 is a powerful workstation, which comes at a price.
Our review unit, which can only be described as fully loaded,
was priced at $5,673 (including the stunning 27” display). Visit
HP’s web site to price a custom configuration to your exact
requirements — prices start at $1,899. In any case, don’t forget HP’s three-year limited warranty for parts and labor, with
next-business-day on-site service available Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., as well as phone support available
around the clock. Highly Recommended.
Art Liddle is a former editor-in-chief of Cadalyst. He
currently lives in Eugene, Oregon, and teaches physics at
Springfield High School.
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By Bill Fane

Autodesk Inventor
Professional 2013
3D modeling software aligns more closely with AutoCAD,
offers an enhanced user interface, and now comes with
cloud-based services.

T

he most significant new items in Autodesk Inventor
Professional 2013 are also new in AutoCAD 2013,
which is part of Autodesk’s master plan to have all its
programs look, feel, and operate as similarly as possible. In this review, I’ll begin and end with the two updates
that will probably attract the most attention, and fill the space
in between with some of the less splashy but still noteworthy
changes.

Welcome!

It’s hard to miss the first new feature, because
the new Welcome screen is all you see when
you launch Inventor Professional 2013
(figure 1).
The Welcome screen is divided into three
sections: Work, Learn, and Extend.
Work. This section gives quick access to buttons that create new files, open existing files, and
let you customize the default template files. This latter button
brings up a small dialog box with two sets of radio buttons
that let you set measurement units and drawing standards for
new files. This can now be done at any time — not just while
you are installing the software.
Learn. This center section contains links to a series of
interactive tutorials, including Getting Started and What’s
New. There is extensive user support and training in a variety of formats and from a variety of sources, including local
user groups, Autodesk University, and possibly your dealer.
Autodesk maintains a discussion forum that is actively monitored by Autodesk employees, and the new searchable online
Wiki Help functionality means that help is constantly being

Inventor Professional 2013
3D Modeling Software

A+

Pros: Updated Create New File dialog box and marking and overflow menus; cloud services.
Cons: None significant.
Price: $7,295 (upgrade $3,645; 1-year subscription, add $1,095).
Autodesk
800.440.4198
www.autodesk.com
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Figure 1. Do you feel welcome? The new Welcome screen in
Inventor Professional 2013 mimics that of AutoCAD 2013.

Figure 2. The Create New File dialog box has been completely
revamped, and template files are now organized by type.

updated with user input. There are also several independent
chat forums.
Extend. The final panel lets you connect to Autodesk
Exchange, where you can find a number of add-on apps. To
quote the Welcome screen, these apps are “powerful, fun,
and help you get your job done faster!” Many are third-party
products; some are free.
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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Figure 3. Trim a little out of the center, please.

This panel also lets you access Autodesk 360, which is
Autodesk’s brand name for a number of cloud-based services.
(More on this later.)
You can turn off the Welcome screen so it doesn’t display
at start-up (simply uncheck the box in the lower left corner),
and you can access it at any time (from the Get Started tab of
the ribbon).
The next thing you see after you pass the Welcome screen
is also new: the Create New File dialog box is completely
redesigned (figure 2). Template files are now organized by
type, and if you single-click on one, the dialog box shows a
generic preview of the type of file it produces.

Pick an Item, Any Item

Inventor Professional 2013 includes literally dozens of new features. I don’t have space to cover them all here, so I’ll focus on
those that caught my eye.
• In-command marking menus are reorganized so that
OK, Done, Cancel, and Apply are always in the same
relative positions in every menu.
• Overflow menus that descend from the marking menus
are now available in two versions. The default versions
look much like those in previous releases, but you can
switch to shorter versions that only display the most
commonly used commands.
• Error messages are smarter. For example, if you try to
launch the Extrude tool when no sketch is active,
Inventor complains about your inappropriate choice
and instead launches the Sketch tool.
• Certain application options are now located in the
ribbon, so you don’t have to uninstall and reinstall
Inventor to change them.
• This is one of my favorites: You can dynamically trim
a sketch. Instead of selecting each segment to be
trimmed, just hold down the left mouse button and
drag the cursor. Anything you cross is trimmed on the
fly (figure 3).
• You can now define a 2D sketch curve by using a mathematical formula. Do you need a sketch for a parabola, a
hypercycloid, or an involute? No problem.
• The sketch icons in the browser now come in two
flavors, and a new icon appears when a sketch is fully
constrained.
• All versions of Inventor now (finally, some would say)
support the direct creation of basic solid primitives. You
can create a box, cylinder, sphere, or torus without having to create a 2D sketch.
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com

• You can now offset radial and planar faces of imported
solids without opening Inventor Fusion.
• Have you ever tried to perform an edit on a part — for
example, you try to move a face that has an adjacent
fillet — only to have Inventor tell you that the edit isn’t
possible? Instead of waiting until the end of the process
to complain, the software now displays an error glyph
while the command is still active, so you can take corrective action before committing to the edit.
• You can open the matching 2D drawing file for a component part from within the assembly browser, as long
as the 2D file is in the same folder and has the same
base name as the part.
• You can now insert five types of raster images, such as
your company logo, into title blocks.
• Materials and appearances can be edited in-canvas, so
you can see the effects live as you work, and you can
change the mapping type. Materials and appearances
now use the standard Autodesk libraries, so they remain
consistent between different applications.
• Here’s one for your IT department: Users who want to
work in a different language no longer need to install
separate copies of Inventor. All they need to do is
download and install one or more language packs
against a single basic installation. Users can now simply
launch Inventor Professional 2013 (or AutoCAD 2013,
for that matter) from the desired entry in the Windows
Start menu.

New Cloud Services for Inventor Users

That hits some of the high points of the new features in
Autodesk Inventor Professional 2013. Now, as promised
(or threatened) earlier, I’ll finish off with the second major
new feature.
Autodesk has opened up a whole sky full of cloud services
in conjunction with the 2013 product line. Some services support existing products; others are totally new apps. Some are
free to all users; others require you to be a subscription member. Some of the services relevant to Inventor include:
Storage. You can save several gigabytes of data to an
Autodesk cloud server, where security and backups are taken
care of for you. You can also access these files from any place
in the world that has Internet access.
Collaboration. You can allow others to access the files that
you saved or copied to the cloud server.
Analysis. Autodesk Inventor Pro 2013, as part of Autodesk
Design and Creation Suites (Premium and Ultimate), lets subscription members use the cloud servers to perform computeintensive operations such as Inventor Optimization (stress analysis). Operations that can take hours or even days on a console
machine can be performed in minutes on the cloud.
All in all, Autodesk continues to find ways to significantly
improve the functionality of Inventor and related products.
Highly Recommended.

Cadalyst contributing editor Bill Fane is a registered
professional engineer and a retired instructor at the British
Columbia Institute of Technology. He also is the author of
AutoCAD 2013 for Dummies, now available from Wiley.
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By Patrick Davis

BIMlist 2012
Revit utility gives users an easy way
to organize and find content families.

I

f you have used Autodesk Revit for any length of time, you
know how hard it can be to find the Revit content you’re
looking for. Whether you’re searching through the default
Revit content or your company library, it can be a timeconsuming task. In many cases, you may choose not to use a
corporate library and turn instead to online resources such as
Autodesk Seek, which lets you search for content by keyword.
What Revit needs is a built-in search tool for content. Good
news: CAD Technology Center (CTC) offers just such a product. BIMlist 2012 is a new tool for organizing, locating, and
inserting content families in Revit Architecture, Structure, and
MEP 2012 (32- and 64-bit versions).

The Setup

BIMlist is available as a standalone deployment
for single users or as an enterprise deployment
for networks. The Enterprise version lets users
share the content database, simplifying the
process if you need to distribute your BIMlist
database to multiple users. Both versions use
SQL as the database for tracking Revit families.
Once BIMlist is installed, you’ll do preliminary
setup and maintenance via the Database Administration panel (figure 1).
First, you’ll define the organizational structure of your content family listings by creating groups and tabs (subgroups).
Examples of groups include medical, retail, hospitality, and
the like. You can then create (and color-code) tabs to organize
the content specific to that group, such as doors, equipment,
and windows. This lets you organize your families logically.
Here lies my one complaint regarding BIMlist: the tabs term,
which caused a lot of confusion with my test group. New users
would have an easier time grasping the tool if the developers
changed the term to subgroups.
Next, add your content families to the groups and tabs,
either individually or by entire folders. The files and folders can
be located on your local computer or in a network location.

BIMlist 2012

Content browser for Revit 2012
Pros: Easy to use, fast, inexpensive, works as advertised.
Cons: Tabs terminology may confuse new users.
Price: $19.95; multiuser discounts available.
CAD Technology Center
866.941.1181
www.cadtechnologycenter.com/store
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Figure 1. The Database
Administration panel
lets you create groups
and subgroups and
associate either
individual families or
entire directories of
families to them.

Search
for Content

To locate the content you need, use
the BIMlist browser.
Activate the browser
by clicking on the
Revit Express Tools
tab in Revit 2012
and on the BIMlist
panel clicking the
Browse button. This opens the CTC BIMlist browser. You can
browse through groups and tabs to locate the desired family,
or use the search functionality.
Basic search. This allows users to perform keyword searches
for the currently active tab. Users can apply specific parameters to their searches as well (figure 2).
Advanced search. BIMlist also offers advanced search capabilities to query the data contained within the families to find
specifically what you need (figure 3). You can search for specific parameter names and values. A reverse-lookup function
is also available. For example, you could search through a door
category using the criteria of “double” for the family name
and “75” for the height.
Search results display in the browser. You can use filters to
narrow the results by searching through all the data fields that
BIMlist tracks for each family. These include the family and
type names, as well as all the parameters for the families in the
group. As with the basic search function, you can expand any
result to see all its associated family types and parameters.
Once you find the family you need, simply click on the family type and drag it into your Revit project.

Create and Edit Type Catalogs

One interesting feature of BIMlist is its ability to create and edit
family type catalogs. To do so, right-click on a family in the
Database Administration panel and choose Edit Type Catalog.
If no type catalog currently exists, the software automatically
creates one. If a type catalog does exist, BIMlist brings up the
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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information available in that type catalog.
You can then edit type information by clicking in a box and typing in the desired information. You can also create new types using
the Add Type button, and you can copy an
existing type and delete a type from the
catalog. If you are not familiar with creating
type catalogs, this functionality simplifies
the process.

Speedy Tools

In my tests, I used a stand-alone version of
BIMlist. Our corporate library has more than
50,000 families, plus a substantial library
of typical details. The library is located on
a single server, and all our U.S. offices pull
from that library.
For testing purposes, I created seven
Figure 2. The BIMlist family browser interface
Figure 3. Advanced capabilities let you search
groups and a number of tabs consisting of
performs basic searches for Revit families.
using multiple criteria.
approximately 2,000 families. Creating the
BIMlist library was a very straightforward
process. Once I defined the groups and tabs, I was able to
Cadalyst contributing editor Patrick Davis is a virtual design
quickly add individual files or entire folders. On average it took
and construction manager for Atkins North America. He has
approximately three seconds for BIMlist to load each family
been a Cadalyst contributor since 1998 and is coauthor of
into the database and catalog it.
the Introducing Autodesk Revit Architecture 2011 and 2012
Searching for content is very fast. If you have a very large
books from Wiley Publishing.
content library, the advanced search feature lets you quickly
filter your search results.
The amount of time and effort BIMlist saves will vary from
user to user. Although I do not administer our content library
at work, I am responsible for the content and organization,
so I am very familiar with content and family locations. I did a
time test to locate content using BIMlist vs. manually searching via Windows Explorer or Windows Search. Using BIMlist’s
basic search function was 20 times faster, on average. Using
the advanced search functionality when dealing with large
search sets averaged 50 times faster. The primary reason the
advanced search function was so much more efficient was its
ability to filter the selection set by parameters rather than
having to open each family in Revit to determine if it was the
right one.
BIMlist was very easy to install and set up. Several YouTube
videos are available that demonstrate how to create groups
and search for content. Most users will be up and running in
a matter of minutes. This is not a complicated tool, and the
interface is simple and clean.
CTC provides unlimited, free technical support for BIMlist
via phone or e-mail. I was able to learn and use BIMlist without technical support, but I made a call to test the service. The
response to my questions about creating groups was helpful,
quick, and accurate.

Final Thoughts

I am very impressed with this first release of BIMlist. It helps
you quickly organize content, the search function works very
well, and it even performed well finding content located on
a server in another office. If you use Revit 2012, consider
giving BIMlist 2012 a try using the free 14-day demo version.
Highly Recommended.
Summer 2012 cadalyst www.cadalyst.com
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By Robert Green

CAD: Just Another
Tool in Your Toolbox
No software
technology was used
on this project. Solid
design work means
it’s still standing after
4,500 years.

design better. I know I’ll upset some CAD managers with this
viewpoint, but try to read it with an open mind. Here goes.

Tools ≠ Results

Marc van der Chijs

©iStockphoto.com/Ugurhan Betin

Think of your job as managing the design
process — not the design tools — and you’ll
be poised for success.

Modern tools, modern methods — classic failure.

W

hen I speak to CAD managers, they often ask
why I focus so much on the management part
of the job rather than on the CAD software
tools we use. The answer I give surprises many:
The tools are the easiest part of the job to master, and it
doesn’t really matter which ones you use as long as you can
use them well. I know this will sound like heresy to many, but
when I consider all the work I do planning, budgeting, optimizing, supporting, and training, it seems that integrating CAD
tools is the easy part. If there’s a big challenge related to CAD
tools, it is getting them to work across the spectrum of design
professionals that make up the typical office.
In this edition of “CAD Manager,” I will urge CAD managers to view CAD tools as being a part of the job — not the
whole job. And I want to make sure that those tools are being
evaluated critically, based on whether they help our companies
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When it comes to making the transition to the latest and
greatest software, I’ve heard it from so many management
staffs: “Once we start doing our designs on [fill in software
title here], all our problems will go away.”
Where do I begin? Just because your company has the latest software tools doesn’t mean that you are using them well,
or can apply them effectively from Day 1. Some projects —
such as a Shanghai apartment building that fell over during
construction — end in failure even though they use modern
design tools. Other projects endure despite being created with
primitive tools; the Great Sphinx of Giza is one example.
Of course, my examples don’t state certain truisms such as,
“We could build the Sphinx a lot faster now than they could
then.” Or, “We could build the Sphinx with far fewer people
now.” However, the Sphinx is so well designed and built that it
has experienced no significant foundation shifting, and despite
4,500 years of sandblasting and erosion, it has withstood the
test of time. Conversely, the collapsed building had the benefit
of modern tools and methods, but good old-fashioned design
error caused a failure.
My point? Using the latest software technology doesn’t
guarantee design project success. It’s only when you combine
great CAD tools and management with great design that you
can ensure a winning project.

Technology Accelerators

Now, don’t get me wrong — I appreciate modern CAD tools
and would prefer to use them over pencil and paper any day
of the week. But CAD doesn’t make me a better engineer, it
simply helps me do my work faster. In the parlance of Jim
Collins in his excellent book Good to Great, I view CAD tools
as technology accelerators that allow me to do my design
work faster. On the other hand, I’ve seen many companies
switch from tools that already work to new ones that don’t
work for them. Those new tools function as a technology
anchor that slows the design process.
How should we evaluate CAD tools to determine whether
they accelerate design or just waste our time? The following
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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metrics can help you identify new solutions that will accelerate
your workflow:
• Tools that save time; for example, by reducing manual
tasks, automating redundant tasks, or providing insight
that supports better and faster decision-making.
• Tools that standardize the design process. Consistency
will reduce errors over the long term, and fewer errors
equals acceleration.
• Tools that ease quoting and demonstrations. It stands to
reason that 3D tools that speed design can also be used
to make compelling renderings to support sales presentations and better estimate materials for more accurate
quotations. Put another way, if you can accelerate
your design process with better tools, you can use
that capability to help win more work from prospective
clients.
• Tools that don’t crack under production pressure. You
may need to work through beta versions of tools to get
them ready for large-scale use, but only deploy tools
when they really work.
When considering new CAD tools, you must always apply
these accelerator metrics. Never adopt a tool because it’s cool
or because you’re under pressure; do so only if it accelerates
your design process. And always do your own research, rather
than blindly trusting the marketing spin.

The Design Mission

I like to think of the design process as a mission. Our assignment might be to design a building, car, airplane, consumer
device, bridge, or utility system, but at the end of our mission,
we’ll always be judged on how well we adhered to the mission
criteria of function, schedule, and budget. Our clients, customers, and senior management won’t care which version of a
CAD product we used. They will only care if we met the
mission criteria.
When you start to think of CAD management as a resource
that supports the design mission, you’ll begin to understand
the true nature of the job. Sure, as a CAD manager you’re
managing CAD tools, but you’re doing so to complete the
design mission in the best way possible, not because your
ego is tied up in the tools themselves. Think in terms of the
design process — with CAD as simply a tool that supports that
process — and you’ll be surprised how your outlook on CAD
management will change.

The Mission Defines the Tools

Another reason not to get too attached to any particular type
of CAD tool is that your mission parameters may dictate which
tools you have to use, leaving you without any say in the matter. Consider the following scenarios:
• Client-defined deliverables. When the client specifies the
information format and version for project deliverables,
you must comply.
• Long-term projects. When a project spans multiple years,
we often wind up using old versions of CAD tools simply
to make collaboration and file control easier over the
project’s duration. Long-term projects are challenging
enough without a software migration on top of everything else!
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• User knowledge base and/or costs. You may want to
design that brand-new skyscraper project using BIM
(building information modeling), but if everybody in
the company only knows AutoCAD LT, chances are you
won’t be able to afford the big BIM software upgrade
costs for all your users for just one job. Even if you could
afford to make the switch, it is doubtful you could meet
the project schedule, given the massive training and
implementation requirements.
• Time constraints. Speaking of training requirements,
have you ever been involved with a project wherein
implementing new software tools caused the schedule
to fall behind? I can tell you from experience that when
this occurs, management’s first response will be, “Go
back to the old system,” while blaming the CAD manager for the failure.
Don’t allow yourself to fail because you were so busy thinking about tools that you forgot the design mission.

Conclusions

To summarize, let me draw a few conclusions that you can use
to build your own dispassionate strategy regarding CAD tools.
• Look for speed. This is the overriding parameter because
speed is good. Speed saves money. Senior management
teams like saving money.
• Create a mission plan. Think of your next big project as
a mission, and think far in advance about which tools
you’ll need. The more you think and plan, the more
likely you are to find the CAD tools that can accelerate
your project and make it successful.
• Don’t be afraid to customize. You may be able to
accelerate your design processes more by deploying
custom programs, design templates, predefined content, plotting automation, or other specific fixes than by
buying a commercial program. Many of the best design
accelerators I see are custom integrated solutions!
• Be realistic. Realize that no matter what a tool can do,
you have to be able to make it work within existing project timeframes and budgets. You also have to be honest
about what your user base can learn and how long it
will take them to adjust to new tools.
I believe that the next few years are going to bring us an
onslaught of new CAD tools. We’ll have mobile CAD, cloudbased CAD, increasingly inexpensive 2D CAD, more intricate
BIM solutions, analysis packages — the list goes on. Rather
than getting bogged down in all the marketing speak and
techno-babble, remember to view all this software as a palette
of options available for you to choose from. If you can find the
tools that speed and support your unique design processes,
you’ll not only be a great CAD manager, but a very valuable
asset to your company.
Robert Green performs CAD programming and consulting
throughout the United States and Canada. He is the author
of Expert CAD Management: The Complete Guide. Reach him
via his web site at www.cad-manager.com.
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By Lynn Allen

Exposing Hidden Gems
in AutoCAD 2013
Eleven little productivity enhancements add up
to big time savings.

A

nother release of AutoCAD is here — and as usual,
I prefer to write about the unsung heroes in the
product, those smaller features that will no doubt
improve your everyday drawing life. In many cases,
if someone doesn’t mention them, you just might miss them
— and we certainly wouldn’t want that! Following are eleven
of my favorite new features.

Strikethrough Text

Figure 1. Use the
new Strikethrough
text tool to draw a
line through your
text.

Mtext (along with tables, mleaders, and dimensions) now supports the common text feature of strikethrough text (figure 1).

Figure 2. It’s easier to identify the
current drawing and layout in Quick
View Drawings.

In-Canvas Property Preview

Before AutoCAD 2013, most property modifications (such as
layer, color, and linetype) didn’t appear until after they were
changed. Now, the new In-Canvas Property Preview lets you
see the changes before you finalize them. For example, as you
scroll down the Layer pull-down list with objects highlighted,
you can see the object properties change for each layer as
you move your cursor. This new feature should help you make
more accurate property selections.

Figure 4. Edit Saved Path in AutoCAD
2013 rather than the Found path.

Edit Multiple Hatch Objects at Once

Autodesk moved the Hatch Editor to a contextual tab on
the ribbon a couple of releases ago. There was a problem,
however: You could only edit one hatch at a time. Well, that
limitation is gone now. Feel free to select as many hatch
objects as you want!

Quick View Drawings Update

Do you use Quick View Drawings to move from one open
drawing to another? Well, you should! Quick View Drawings
(found on the status bar) helps you easily move to another
open drawing, as well as a specific layout tab of that drawing.
AutoCAD 2013 displays the current drawing more clearly with
bold text and a nice green border (figure 2). Now you don’t
have an excuse not to use this nifty command!

Longer Font List Window

I’m sure that in the early days of AutoCAD, a short font window in the Text Style dialog box wasn’t a problem; after all,
there were fewer than half a dozen fonts! Over time, that list
grew substantially — but the teeny, tiny window for the font
40

Figure 3. Easily move
leaders to the front
of the display with
the new Leader
option in TextToFront.

Figure 5. Use the Ctrl key in
PressPull to extrude a taper.

list did not. At last, the font list window has been lengthened,
so you won’t have to do as much scrolling. Consequently, you
will burn fewer calories with AutoCAD 2013.

Leader Improvements

Now, it’s easy to put your leaders in front of other objects with
the new Leader option in the TextToFront tool (figure 3). The
Mleader text box also includes a margin between the text and
the frame now, as well as a minimum width for the text to
prevent text overflow.
www.cadalyst.com cadalyst Summer 2012
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Display, but Don’t Plot Wipeout Frames

To edit a wipeout, the frame must display, but often we don’t
want that frame to plot. No more turning wipeout frames on
and off! Just set the new WIPEOUTFRAME system variable
to 2, and the frame displays but won’t plot. Note that you can
also find this new option in the Wipeout command.

Finally, an Offset Preview

Wouldn’t it be nice if you could see a preview of an offset
before a final selection? Wish granted in AutoCAD 2013.

Xref Changes

In AutoCAD 2013, you can edit the saved path directly in the
External References palette (figure 4), and the found path is
now read-only (as opposed to the other way around, as it was
in previous releases). This should mean fewer lost xrefs!

Reverse Polylines with Widths

The new system variable PLINEREVERSEWIDTHS controls what
happens when you execute the Reverse command on polylines
with varying widths. When you set PLINEREVERSEWIDTHS
to 0, varying widths are not affected. When it’s set to 1, on
the other hand, the widths of the segments are reversed and
applied to the vertices starting in the opposite direction.

PressPull Enhancements

One very nice 3D improvement is with the popular PressPull
command. The new Multiple option lets you PressPull multiple
objects at one time. You also are no longer limited to selecting
inside a closed boundary. Open 2D and 3D curves are now
fair game!
One of the coolest additions to the PressPull tool is the
ability to extrude a tapered solid while continuing the taper
(figure 5). Simply use the Ctrl key when selecting the face and
the extrusion follows the existing taper — I love that! Tip:
You can also use the Shift key to select multiple boundaries in
PressPull.
Aside from the big features in AutoCAD 2013, you’ll find
these little productivity enhancements add up to some big
time savings — and who doesn’t appreciate that? Until next
time, Happy AutoCAD-ing!
Lynn Allen, Autodesk technical evangelist, speaks to more
than 30,000 users worldwide each year. She has written
Cadalyst’s “Circles and Lines” column since 1993 and is the
creator of Cadalyst’s popular AutoCAD video tips. Follow her
on Twitter at @Lynn_Allen or e-mail her at lynn.allen@autodesk.com.

Quick and easy tips to
boost your AutoCAD
productivity!
Cadalyst Video Gallery
www.cadalyst.com/video
Lynn Allen, Autodesk technical evangelist,
offers fun and friendly AutoCAD advice in
easy-to-follow videos. Check out her latest
updates twice monthly on the Cadalyst
Video Gallery. Recent favorites include:
- Enter the World of AutoLISP
- Align Objects with Quick Properties
- Copy Nexted Objects
- Match Properties

Subscribe to Cadalyst’s Tips & Tricks Tuesdays
free e-newsletter and receive an e-mail
reminder every time a new tip goes live!
www.cadalyst.com/newsletters
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By Cyrena Respini-Irwin

Man on a Mission
Uriel Castillo isn’t just working with CAD —
he’s making Fort Wayne a better place to live.

U

project design, and also adds many
CAD manager–like duties such as budgeting; researching, obtaining, and
maintaining CAD hardware, software,
and supplies; distributing workloads;
and establishing standards — tasks
that historically have been handled by a
CAD manager.

What would you like to change?
Our standards and standard operating
procedures — which we are currently in
the process of updating and expanding.
You would be surprised at the amount
of time saved when everyone understands and follows procedures and standards that are clearly spelled out.

How does working
for a utility affect
your designs and
workflows?
Our workflows
really aren’t that
different from
those used as
best practices by
companies and
private-sector entities. When they do
differ, it’s usually
because there are
outside entities
or departments
involved (such as
a right-of-way or
Uriel Castillo, a CADD technician for the City of Fort Wayne, Indiana, is
happy working behind the scenes to improve the city he calls home.
parks department),
or projects may
have to go through
Tell us about your current job.
a certain municipal board for approval
The majority of my day consists of CAD
and review. And because we’re ultiwork with our core software, Autodesk
mately working for the citizens of Fort
Civil 3D, or a supporting application,
Wayne, we always have to take into
such as Autodesk Design Review or a
account how a design would affect anyMicrosoft Office product. I often modify
one in and around our city and project
or create standard departmental water
area.
and sewer details to carry the design
supplied by our engineers and designers
What do you enjoy about your job?
into full-blown CAD plan drawings of a
The most rewarding thing is knowwater or sewer project. Our department
ing that while not many people may
also handles the engineering needed for
remember my name after my career is
maintaining our city’s water and sewer
over, I am doing my part to make our
infrastructure, so I occasionally work
city a better place to live for our children
on a project for the water filtration or
and everyone else who calls it home. I
waste control plant, or something else.
like to think of myself as a public serThe last update to my job descripvant, and I try to do everything for the
tion gives me the ability to assist with
best interest of the people of our city.

What drew you to CAD?
When I was in high school, I took a
drafting class as an elective. The class
consisted mainly of manual drafting, but
we had one computer, which ran AutoCAD Release 12 or 13. At first, I wasn’t
interested in it. One day, however, our
teacher showed us a sample vector line
drawing of a Space Shuttle. He demonstrated how you could zoom through
the colorful drawing, then he printed
it on a fascinating x,y pen plotter. I was
hooked — I had to know more.

riel Castillo is a CADD technician III, working leader, in
the City Utilities Engineering
department in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. His position encompasses a
wide range of duties, but he always has
the same goal in mind: transforming his
city into a better home for its citizens.
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What do you anticipate for the future?
I believe that the next stage for CAD is
going beyond 3D to what many of us
now know as BIM (building information
modeling). Our City owns and maintains
many buildings, and I believe that BIM
could help us with their design and
maintenance lifecycle.
Do you have any advice to share?
The Internet offers a plethora of CAD
resources that can make managing CAD
a whole lot easier and more fun. When
you’re trying to do something in CAD,
chances are that someone, somewhere,
has already done it.

Details & Drawings
To read more of Uriel
Castillo’s story and
view images of his
projects, visit www.
cadalyst.com/castillo.
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how the power of synchronous technology can have a
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This program also includes access to interactive tutorials,
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the power of Solid Edge.
Download Solid Edge now at
siemens.com/plm/free-solid-edge
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Solid Edge. Design better.
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